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Abstract

Medication errors originating in community pharmacies are a serious patient safety hazard. However, due to the complexity
of the community pharmacy environment, current experimental and observational studies are insufficient to address
these problems. Furthermore, the static nature of traditional, model-based human reliability analyses (HRAs) are not
able to handle the dynamic environmental elements that can impact human performance. To address this issue and
allow analysts to accurately predict medication error rates, we develop a new HRA called the Systems Analysis for
Formal Pharmaceutical Human Reliability (SAFPHR��). This method addresses the limits of previous HRAs by combining
concepts from the Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis Method (CREAM) HRA with probabilistic model checking,
a computational tool for automatically proving properties about complex, stochastic systems. In this paper, we use
SAFPHR�� to analyze a common community pharmacy dispensing procedure, compare our results to published error rates,
and use our results to explore interventions that could reduce error rates. We ultimately discuss our results and explore
how our method could be developed in future research.

Keywords: Human reliability analysis (HRA), cognitive reliability and error analysis method (CREAM), medication
errors, formal methods, probabilistic model checking.

1. Introduction

Medication errors are a serious problem. In an eight-
year period of study, a Johns Hopkins team estimated that
more than 250,000 people in the United States die every
year from medical errors. This makes it the third leading
cause of death in the US after heart disease and cancer
(Makary and Daniel, 2016). Beyond their cost in human
lives, medication errors also increase the economic burden
on society. The center for the disease control estimates that
each year medication error costs exceed 3.5 billion dollars
(not including lawsuits Bates 2007). For these reasons,
improving medication safety has been a patient safety goal
of the joint commission for many years (Parker, 2013; The
Joint Commission, 2014, 2015, 2016a,b).

There are several places where medication errors can
occur. One significant location is community pharmacy.
Contemporary comprehensive studies in the United States
found that between 0.057% (Szeinbach et al., 2007) and
1.7% (Flynn et al., 2003) of prescriptions filled by commu-
nity pharmacies have dispensing errors. The higher rates
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are concerning because they correspond to an average com-
munity pharmacy making approximately four medication
errors a day and two clinically significant errors a week
(Flynn et al., 2003; IOM, 2006). As such, medication er-
rors originating from community pharmacies are a major
threat to patient health and safety (Parker, 2013; The Joint
Commission, 2014, 2015, 2016a,b).

Unfortunately, medication errors in community phar-
macies are complex and difficult to understand. The work
environment of community pharmacy is dynamic and mul-
tifaceted. This often results in pharmacists having heavy
and ever-changing workloads. It is important to note that
pharmacists need to not only perform dispensing respon-
sibilities, but also play important roles interacting with
patients, resolving medication discrepancies with providers,
and managing pharmacy personnel. As a result, pharmacy
errors can manifest in many places.

Medication errors are also poorly understood. While
voluntary reporting systems exist, the number of medica-
tion errors is under-reported (Ashcroft et al., 2006). If
the provider perceives no harm to the patient, “near-miss”
errors will not be reported (Allan and Barker, 1990; Wilson
et al., 1998) and it is estimated that approximately 25% of
errors are undocumented and unreported (Kaushal et al.,
2001; Pape, 2001). Furthermore, almost all community
pharmacies are private and thus not required to share infor-
mation about their procedures and errors. This, together
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with the fact that pharmacies use different procedures,
makes it difficult to get comprehensive, consistent data.

Observational and experimental studies are sometimes
used to gather error data and identify the major cause of
errors (Flynn et al., 2003; Berdot et al., 2013; Lao et al.,
2016). However, it is not easy to gain the necessary ac-
cess to real community pharmacies due to patient privacy
issues. Furthermore, no matter how well the study is de-
signed, experimental and observational methods can be
time-consuming, expensive, incomplete, and can miss con-
ditions that could arise in an actual system. These issues
suggest that community pharmacy medication errors are
a prime candidate for the application of model-based ap-
proaches like human reliability analyses (HRAs).

HRAs allow analysts to estimate human error rates
based on the sociotechnical factors that impact human per-
formance (Swain and Guttmann, 1983; Hollnagel, 1998a;
Liu et al., 2018; Liao et al., 2019). The most advanced
HRAs work by having analysts describe procedures as se-
quences of tasks (Hollnagel, 1998a; Bell and Holroyd, 2009).
Then, analysts compute probabilities of errors based on
expert’s subjective estimates about the sociotechnical condi-
tions that influence each task. While powerful, HRAs have
major limitations (Hollnagel; Fujita, 1992; Swain, 1990).
They focus exclusively on human error, rather than the
entire system. They are also static and thus ignore system
dynamics and interaction effects between errors that can
influence the distribution of sociotechnical factors and thus
error rates. Attempts to apply predictive HRAs to phar-
macies have failed because of these limitations (Rantanen
and Deeter; Deeter and Rantanen, 2012; Rantanen et al.,
2012).

We propose to address these shortcomings by creating a
next-generation HRA that is based on probabilistic model
checking. Probabilistic model checking (Kwiatkowska et al.,
2011) allows analysts to automatically prove properties
about models of complex stochastic systems. Specifically,
it can definitively determine how likely different system
behaviors and outcomes are, while accounting for all the
different possible behaviors, interactions, and system dy-
namics included in a formal model. This means that prob-
abilistic model checking could address the limitations of
HRAs by capturing dynamic system changes and interac-
tions between humans and other errors in a system.

In this paper, we create a novel, formal, proof-based
approach to HRA called the Systems Analysis for Formal
Pharmaceutical Human Reliability (SAFPHR��; pronounced
“safer”) that is capable of capturing how medications move
through a pharmacy that also includes the types of errors,
the potential contributing factors, and the dynamism that
impacts these factors. To do this, we build on the basic
Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis Method (CREAM)
(a well-validated approach to HRA) to transform expert es-
timates of relevant environmental and cognitive factors into
human error rates. The dynamic and environmental condi-
tions that can influence error rates as well as non-human
sources of medication errors will be accounted for through

the use of probabilistic model checking. This will allow us
to include all the dynamics that impact human error and
mathematically prove how error-prone particular tasks are.
Also, this method will support the automatic computation
of error rate predictions by virtue of probabilistic model
checking. SAFPHR�� will enable us to assess the overall
reliability of a pharmacy’s procedures and compare them
to potential alternatives and interventions.

In this article, we develop SAFPHR�� by extending pre-
liminary work we did to show that probabilistic model
checking (Zheng et al., 2017) could be used with CREAM
to make accurate predictions about pharmacy error rates.
Below we provide background on HRAs, CREAM, and
probabilistic model checking. We then detail the steps
of implementing and applying SAFPHR�� to analyze a full
community pharmacy dispensing procedure. Finally, we
compare our results against published error rates and ex-
plore new avenues of future research.

2. Background

2.1. HRAs

Human error is a critical factor in many industrial fail-
ures, where it is estimated that they contribute to between
60% and 70% of accidents (De Felice et al., 2012). There-
fore, many Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) methods
have been developed to assess the human contribution to
errors and failures. HRAs are generally classified into two
generations dependent on whether the methods were based
on probabilistic risk assessment or cognitive activities, re-
spectively.

First generation HRAs (such as Technique for Human
Error Rate Prediction (THERP) (Swain and Guttmann,
1983; Swain, 1987), the Human Error Assessment and Re-
duction Technique (HEART) (Williams, 1986, 1988), Hu-
man Cognitive Reliability (HCR) (Hannaman et al., 1984)
and the Operator Action Tree (OAT) (Wreathall, 1982))
treat humans as mechanical components and thus human
errors are regarded the same as an equipment failure. In
these methods, assessors decompose operator tasks into
components and then account for the potential impact of
performance shaping factors (PSFs) such as time pressure,
equipment design, and stress (Bell and Holroyd, 2009). By
combining these elements, the assessor calculate the nomi-
nal human error probability: the probability of error for a
particular task. The PSFs are used to portray the positive
or negative effect on performance and provide a statistical
basis for modifying nominal human error probability levels
(Boring et al., 2006). While useful, first-generation HRAs
are often criticized for failing to consider things like the
impact of context, organizational factors, and errors of
commission (Hollnagel, 1998a).

Second-generation HRAs improve on these by account-
ing for these sociotechnical factors in their error rate predic-
tions (Fujita and Hollnagel, 2004; Zheng et al., 2017; Reer,
2008). To accomplish this, the second-generation methods
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account for interactions between human operators, produc-
tion processes, the organization, and the environment and
how they impact models of human cognition (Hollnagel,
1998a; Bye et al., 1999; Kim and Jung, 2003; Kim et al.,
2006; Lee et al., 2011; Di Pasquale et al., 2013; Zhao and
Smidts, 2019). Collectively, these developments move the
focus of HRAs to the cause of errors rather than just their
frequency (Di Pasquale et al., 2013). The most notable of
the second generation tools are A Technique for Human
Error Analysis (ATHEANA) (Cooper et al., 1996; Com-
mission et al., 2000) and Cognitive Reliability and Error
Analysis Method (CREAM) (Hollnagel, 1998b). However,
ATHEANA has no formal guidance about how to compute
overall error rate probabilities. Thus, researchers who use
it will “borrow” a quantification framework from another
method (such as THERP) (Bell and Holroyd, 2009; Xie
et al., 2007). As such, CREAM is largely considered the
leading second generation method. We thus use CREAM as
the basis for the work presented here. Details on CREAM
appear in the next section.

2.2. CREAM

CREAM (Hollnagel, 1998a) is the leading second-generation
HRA (Bell and Holroyd, 2009) that posits that human per-
formance is determined more by the situation in which a
task is performed than it is by inherent properties of the
task itself. As such, CREAM, in its basic form, calculates
ranges of human error probabilities based on assessed val-
ues of sociotechnical factors called Common Performance
Conditions (CPCs; Table 1). These were chosen so that the
minimal number of CPCs could adequately describe the
criteria influencing human performance (Hollnagel, 1998a).

To use basic CREAM, analysts describe procedures as
sequences of tasks. Then, CPCs are assessed by an expert
who, for each task, rates whether the conditions associated
with each CPC improve human task performance, reduce it,
or are not significant. Two of the CPCs, Goals and Time
of Day, have only two levels: not significant and reduced.
Four of these CPCs (Conditions, Available Time, Goals,
and Collaboration) are dependent on other CPCs and are
thus adjusted based on assessed CPC values (Hollnagel,
1998a). Fig. 1 describes this process.

After adjustments, the number of CPCs that are im-
proved and the number that are reduced are counted. These
counts map to one of four Contextual Control Model (CO-
COM) control modes, each with a range on probabilities
of human error (Hollnagel, 1998a,b) (Fig. 2). Scrambled
control describes a situation where a human loses situation
awareness (due to high task demands, unfamiliar situations,
or unexpected events) and actions are chosen randomly
with little or no thinking involved. Opportunistic control
corresponds to situations where the human chooses actions
inefficiently due to incomplete planning or a failure to an-
ticipate events fully. This can occur because the time to
perform the task is too constrained or because the human
does not clearly understand the context under which a task
is performed. Tactical control is characterized by situations

Table 1: CREAM CPCs (adapted from Hollnagel 1998a)

CPC Description

Organization Relates to the roles and responsibilities of team
members as well as the quality of additional sup-
port, communication systems, safety management
systems, instructions, guidelines, and oversight.

Conditions Relates to physical working conditions such as
ambient lighting, screen glare, alarm noise, and
interruptions.

Support Relates to man-machine interfaces. This includes
the information on control panels, computerized
workstations, and operational support provided
by decision aids.

Procedures Relates to procedures, including operating and
emergency procedures, familiar patterns of re-
sponse heuristics, and routines.

Goals Relates to the number of goals or tasks a person is
required to pursue or attend to at the same time.

Available
Time

Relates to the time available to carry out a task
and corresponds to how well the task execution is
synchronized to process dynamics.

Time of Day Relates to the time of day; in particular, whether
the person is adjusted to the current time.

Experience Relates to the quality of operators’ training and
their level of operational experience.

Collaboration Relates to the quality of the collaboration between
crew.

where actions are chosen through planning that is based
on following known procedures or rules. However, this
planning will have a limited scope and the procedures and
rules will not necessarily be appropriate in all situations.
Finally, Strategic control encapsulates situations where a
human plans and chooses actions after a full consideration
of the situation. In cases with little control, such as in
the scrambled and opportunistic modes, the probability
of making a failure is high. Conversely, when the level of
control increases, the likelihood of the human making an
error goes down (Hollnagel, 1998a).

CREAM has proved to be useful in a number of different
applications including nuclear power plants (Hollnagel et al.,
1999), food manufacturing (Geng et al., 2015), radiation
therapy (Castiglia et al., 2008), and hospital pharmacies
(Rantanen and Deeter; Deeter and Rantanen, 2012; Ranta-
nen et al., 2012). However, it has limitations inherent
to all first- and second-generation HRAs. In particular,
CREAM is static. Thus, it does not consider interactions
between errors or how rates will change dynamically as
a system operates. There have been other attempts to
develop third-generation HRAs to account for system dy-
namism (Kirwan et al., 2004; Bell and Holroyd, 2009; Li
and Mosleh, 2019). However, the majority of these are
based on first-generation HRAs (like HEART) and thus
lack the theoretical and cognitive grounding of CREAM
(Kirwan et al., 2004; Bell and Holroyd, 2009). All, includ-
ing more modern ecologically reactive methods like those
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Figure 1: CREAM’s method for adjusting CPC values to account for dependencies between CPCs (Hollnagel, 1998a). Each graph shows one of
the four CPCs that are adjusted along with a list of the CPCs that it is dependent on (the interacting CPCs). Adjusted values are computed
based on the number of the interacting CPCs that improve (Σ Improved) and reduce (Σ Reduced) human performance. These counts map to
regions on the presented graphs that indicate whether an adjusted CPC is improved, reduced, or remain unchanged.

developed by Li and Mosleh (2019), are simulation-based.
This means that they can miss system conditions in their
analyses and will only ever produce error rate estimates.
Thus, we address this shortcoming by integrating CREAM
with probabilistic model checking.

It is worth noting that Hollnagel, the inventor of CREAM,
has more recently developed a method called the Functional
Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) to represent the com-
plex interactions, dynamics, and failures of sociotechni-
cal systems (Hollnagel, 2017). While Hollnagel himself
considers FRAM to be the proper follow-up to CREAM
(Hollnagel), FRAM is a qualitative method that does not
support the ability to quantify the likelihood of erroneous
human behavior. Thus, it cannot properly be considered a
HRA.

2.3. Formal methods and probabilistic model checking

Probabilistic model checking comes from the computer
science field of formal methods. Formal methods are mathe-
matical languages and techniques for the specification, mod-
eling, and verification of systems (Wing, 1990). Specifica-
tions are formulated to rigorously describe desirable system
properties, systems are modeled using mathematical lan-
guages, and verification mathematically proves whether the
model satisfies the specification. Model checking (Clarke
et al., 1999), is an automated approach to formal verifi-
cation, where specification properties (usually represented
in a temporal logic) are checked against a state-machine-
based model of the system using efficient, exhaustive search
algorithms.

A fair amount of research has gone into investigating
how formal methods (and especially model checking) can
be used to evaluate erroneous human behavior in com-
plex systems (Bolton et al., 2013; Weyers et al., 2017).
The vast majority of these analyses are concerned with
finding specific unsafe system conditions. However, these
methods use non-probabilistic models and are thus not suit-
able for assessing overall human reliability. Probabilistic
model checking offers automated verification techniques
for analyzing stochastic systems using probabilistic models

(e.g., variants of Markov chains) and probabilistic temporal
logic (Kwiatkowska et al., 2007). This enables analysts to
both account for probabilistic behavior in their models and
prove properties about the probabilities of system behav-
iors. PRISM (Kwiatkowska et al., 2011) is currently the
world’s leading open-source software tool for probabilistic
model checking. It allows analysts to definitively determine
how likely different system behaviors and outcomes are,
while accounting for all the different possible behaviors and
system dynamics included in a system model. Probabilistic
model checking has been used successfully in a number of
applications, including systems that rely on human behav-
ior (Feng et al., 2016b,a). Outside of our preliminary work
(Zheng et al., 2017), probabilistic model checking has never
been used with HRA to account for human error. Despite
this, probabilistic model checking is well suited for use with
HRA. The discrete, logical nature of probabilistic model
checking models is synergistic with the way that HRAs
like CREAM compute human error rates. Further, proba-
bilistic model checking can account for system dynamics
and interactions between human errors and other types of
system errors in a way not previously possible in HRAs.

2.4. Our Previous Work

In preliminary work (Zheng et al., 2017), we demon-
strated that probabilistic model checking could be used
synergistically with CREAM to predict pharmacy error
rates. In particular, this research modeled a simplified
version of a pharmacy dispensing procedure along with
dynamism associated with pharmacist load based on time
of day. We then calculated an average error rate that,
when synthesized with expected error rates for unmodeled
components, predicted that 1.63% of prescriptions would
reach patients with an error. This value was extremely
close to the comprehensive 1.7% rate reported by Flynn
et al. (2003). However successful this analysis was, it had
serious limitations. In particular, it was not able to ac-
count for non-human sources of errors or problems (such
as prescriptions arriving at the pharmacy with problems),
human decisions (and their associated procedure branching
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Figure 2: CREAM’s method for converting CPC values into control
modes (Hollnagel, 1998a). In this, the number of CPCs that improve
(Σ Improved) and reduce (Σ Reduced) human performance are both
counted. These values map (via the graph) to particular control
modes that, in turn, map to ranges of human error probabilities
(PHumanError ). Note that Σ Improved can only go up to 7 because
there are two CPCs that can never improve human performance
(Goals and Time of Day).

points; such as a pharmacist determining if a prescription
is valid and, if not, how to respond in triage), or feedback
from patients who notice problems with prescriptions. Ad-
ditionally, only a limited segment of a pharmacy dispensing
procedure was considered. The work presented in this
paper addresses all of these shortcomings.

3. Systems Analysis for Formal Pharmaceutical Hu-
man Reliability (SAFPHR��)

In this paper, we extend our previous research (Zheng
et al., 2017) to develop the new SAFPHR�� HRA. SAFPHR��

combines basic CREAM with probabilistic model checking
using PRISM. In doing this, SAFPHR�� is able to address
the major shortcomings of HRA. Specifically, by using
probabilistic model checking, our approach can account for
interaction between errors and dynamic system behaviors
while considering all the possible paths through a modeled
system. SAFPHR�� is able to address the limitations of our
previous work (Zheng et al., 2017) by allowing an analyst to
model a full pharmacy procedure for filling a prescription
as a sequence of tasks. In doing this, SAFPHR�� accounts
for the dynamics of the prescription dispensing process, in-
cluding the different probabilities that prescriptions arrive
at the pharmacy incorrectly, the decisions that pharma-
cists make, automated equipment used in the process, the
sociotechnical factors that influence performance, and the
human error rates predicted using these factors. This al-
lows analysts to prove properties about the reliability of
procedures.

The application of SAFPHR�� proceeds as follows. First,
the analyst models the procedure he or she wants to evalu-
ate using a well-defined formal modeling architecture. This
requires them to describe the procedure and identify which
of the CPCs are associated with system dynamism (dy-
namic CPCs) and which are not (static CPCs). Second, the
analyst assesses the CPCs for the different elements of the
procedure model and associated dynamic system conditions.

He or she then systematically incorporates these into the
formal model that is built around the formal architecture.
Afterwards, the analyst creates specification properties that
allow them to assess the error rates of the overall procedure
as well as specific parts of the procedure. The analyst
will use probabilistic model checking to evaluate the model
in accordance with the asserted specification properties.
Finally, The analyst examines the results and explores in-
terventions for addressing discovered problems. This can
include modifying the formal system model and/or specifi-
cations and running additional model checking analyses to
explore the effectiveness of the interventions.

Below we describe how this procedure was realized and
illustrate the concepts through the analysis and modeling
of a full community pharmacy dispensing procedure.

3.1. Modeling

When modeling for SAFPHR�� an analyst: represents
the pharmacy process as a flowchart; determines which
CPCs (Table 1) are static (associated with process tasks)
or dynamic (variable based on other environmental criteria)
and assesses these; and uses a systematic process to convert
this representation into the PRISM language. Below we
describe each of these steps.

3.1.1. Flowchart Modeling

Flowchart modeling in SAFPHR�� uses six basic elements
(see Fig. 3): a green circle represents the start of the pro-
cedure, a red circle indicates the procedure’s end, blue
rectangles represent tasks that humans perform in pur-
suance of the procedure’s goals, purple diamonds represent
human decision tasks, orange rectangles represent tasks
that are performed by automated elements of the system,
and arrows represent flow (next steps) from one element
to another. Labeled arrows are used as outputs to decision
tasks, where the label indicates the next step based on the
answer to the question in the decision task.

In this research, the individual tasks included in the
workflow for dispensing and delivering drugs to customers
(Fig. 3) were identified by the project’s subject matter
expert Dr. Daly, a practicing pharmacist and Clinical
Assistant Professor in the University at Buffalo’s School of
Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences. In the procedure
modeled for this work, everything starts with a prescription
arriving at the pharmacy (via “R�� Arrives at Pharmacy”;
which may or may not already contain errors). We grouped
elements into four main sub-procedures (shown by light
blue shapes with dotted lines; Fig. 3).

The “Verify Prior to Dispensing” procedure allows for
checking the validity (e.g. expiration, refills, past use)
and legality (e.g. all components for legal prescription are
provided and the prescription is not forged) of a given
prescription; contacting the prescriber when validity and
legality issues are detected; documenting changes for resolv-
ing such issues; checking the appropriateness and safety of
the prescription for the associated patient (based on things
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like drug interactions, drug strength, and directions); con-
tacting the patient or reviewing his or her history when
issues are detected; contacting the prescriber when appro-
priateness and safety issues are detected; and documenting
changes for addressing appropriateness and safety issues.

The “Dispense a Prescription” procedure involves filling
the prescription. It has the following ordered steps: data
entry (inputting information into the computer dispensing
database), print label (printing the prescriptions label),
get bottle (getting the appropriate stock bottle for the
prescribed drug), check the NDC (National Drug Code),
count medication (manually measuring or counting out the
appropriate amount of the drug by pharmacists, not by
machines), attach label (attaching the prescriptions label to
the vial), and attach auxiliary label (attaching the auxiliary
label to the vial).

In the procedure for “Verify the Final Prescription,”
the pharmacist must check the validity and legality of the
final prescription again and respond appropriately. The
pharmacist must also check the appropriateness and safety
of the final prescription again for the given patient and
respond appropriately. The pharmacist will also check
the filled prescription for errors. This involves: checking
that the vial has the appropriate labels, checking that the
filled prescription’s label matches the original prescription,
checking that the drug filled is correct, checking that the
quantity of the drug filled is correct, and checking that the
vial has the appropriate auxiliary labels.

In the last procedure “Deliver R�� to Patient,” it includes
giving the filled prescription to the correct patient and
providing him or her with appropriate counseling.

3.1.2. Assessment of Static and Dynamic CPCs

CPC values associated with each element of a com-
pleted procedure model are used by SAFPHR�� to compute
probabilities of error using techniques from Basic CREAM.
Thus, an analyst must assess CPCs for each element of
a completed procedure model. In virtue of using proba-
bilistic model checking, SAFPHR�� is able to account for
both dynamic and static factors that influence human er-
ror. SAFPHR�� accomplishes this by partitioning CREAM’s
CPCs (Table 1) into static and dynamic categories. Dy-
namic CPCs represent factors that will dynamically change
in response to dynamic elements of the work environment.
Static CPCs have different values associated with each
task in the larger procedure (though they can be different
between tasks).

Analysts can ultimately decide which CPCs are static
and which are dynamic. However, CPCs that are dynamic
require that the model represent the dynamic elements
of the environment that impact the CPC values. In our
current model, Goals, Available Time, and Time of Day
are the dynamic CPCs because they will vary based on
when a prescription is being dispensed and the number of
other tasks happening at the time. As such, their values
are impacted by the time of day that a prescription arrives
at a pharmacy. We are using the temporal distribution

of prescriptions shown in Fig. 4, which is based on real
data from a typical Western New York pharmacy. We are
currently treating all the following CPCs as static: Organi-
zation, Conditions, Support, Procedures, Experience, and
Collaboration.

Irrespective of whether a CPC is static or dynamic,
its value (reduced, improved, or not significant) must be
determined through assessment via a subject matter ex-
pert. For static CPCs, this means assessing the values
of each static CPC for each task in the procedure. For
dynamic CPCs, this means assessing the values of each
for each of the possible levels of the dynamic elements.
These assessments should be conducted using the stan-
dard established by CREAM (Hollnagel, 1998a). For our
method, we adapted the CREAM survey to account for the
methodological differences introduced by SAFPHR�� while
using specific language familiar to community pharmacists.
Specifically, the procedure in Fig. 3 is used as the context
in the survey when assessing static CPCs for each task and
the distribution of prescriptions with percentages shown in
Fig. 4 served as a general reference for assessing dynamic
CPCs.

In the presented work, CPC values were assessed by
the project’s subject matter expert Dr. Christopher Daly.1

3.1.3. The Formal Modeling Architecture and PRISM Mod-
eling

To enable analyst to translate a dispensing procedure
model and CPC assessments into a formal model, we de-
veloped a formal modeling architecture (see Fig. 5 for an
overview). In this, the procedure sub-model represents
what step or task is being performed at a given modeled
time as well as the logic dictating the order in which pro-
cedure tasks are performed. This procedure is modeled
as if it is executed using the ordered steps from a proce-
dure model (e.g. Fig. 3). The environmental dynamism
sub-model encapsulates dynamic factors that can influence
CPCs that are not directly related to the human operator’s
task (like the time of day from Fig. 4). In our model, this
encapsulates the time of day at a community pharmacy,
which can influence sociotechnical factors related to time
and human load (see Fig. 4). When the procedure is per-
forming a human task, formulas functionally map the state
of the procedure and environmental dynamism sub-models
to values of the static and dynamic CPCs, respectively.
A formula then adjusts the CPC values as specified by
CREAM (see Fig. 1) and another formula then uses Basic
CREAM (Fig. 2) to compute a probability of error. In the
situation where the procedure is performing a non-human
task (for example, “R�� Arrives at Pharmacy” from Fig. 3),
a formula functionally maps the step to a probability of
error which is passed through the “Compute Probability
of Error” formula. Finally, procedure compliance uses the

1A full listing of the survey and its results can be found at http:
//fhsl.eng.buffalo.edu/SAFPHR/
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computed probability of error to determine whether the
given step in the modeled procedure is performed “correct”
or “incorrect.” The procedure can examine the state of
the procedure compliance to influence subsequent proce-
dure performance. For example, a pharmacist can check
whether an element of a prescription was filled correctly
when performing a decision task. The state of procedure
compliance could also be used to influence modeled envi-
ronmental dynamism, but this is currently not used in our
instantiation of the architecture.

This architecture (Fig. 5) can be used to implement a
dispensing procedure model using PRISM’s input language
(Parker et al., 2017). For this project, we instantiated this
architecture for the procedure and dynamics from Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 and their associated CPC assessments as a discrete-
time Markov chain (DTMC). Figures 6 and 7 provide an
illustration of how this model was implemented.2

The PRISM code starts (Fig. 6) by defining constants
that are used in later model concepts. Improved, NotSignificant
, and Reduced in line 4 are integer constants representing
the three levels of CPCs. Strategic, Tactical, Opportunistic,
and Scrambled from line 6 to line 7 represent the error prob-
abilities associated with CREAM’s control modes (Fig. 2).
In line 9, Incorrect, NotApplicable, and Correct respectively
define constants for representing whether a task was per-
formed incorrectly, not performed yet (or at all), or cor-
rectly. The Correct and Incorrect constants are also used
by the model to represent whether parts of a filled pre-
scription contains any errors. In line 12, Start–End define
a unique numerical ID for each of the elements from the
procedure model (Fig. 3). In special circumstances, such as
the non-human task “R�� Arrives at Pharmacy” from Fig. 3,

2A full listing of model code can be found at http://fhsl.eng.
buffalo.edu/SAFPHR/.
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Figure 4: Graph showing how the distribution of prescriptions filled
at a WNY pharmacy. There are eight zones; each zone represents a
two-hour timespan besides the final zone, which represents a three-
hour timespan. Each time zone has a corresponding bar on the graph,
each indicates the average percentage of prescriptions filled during
that time zone.

the element is given two IDs (in this case RxArrives1 and
RxArrives2) because it needs to account for two different
factors in the models: the validity and legality of the arriv-
ing prescription as well as its appropriateness and safety.
On line 15, constants define probabilities for prescriptions
arriving with validity and legality issues (P_V), arriving
with appropriateness and safety problems (P_S), and the
probability that a patient will discover issues with a deliv-
ered prescription that contains errors (P_PatientFindsIssues).
Note that p1 and p2 are placeholders for actual probabilities
that are inserted by the analyst and will be discussed in
more depth subsequently. The probability that a patient
discovers issues with a prescription (P_PatientFindsIssues =

12/33) comes from Witte and Dundes (2007).
Constant definition is followed by the definition of two

synchronously composed modules (Fig. 6). These represent
the discrete-time Markov chain behavior of the model for
both the environmental dynamism of the model (TimePeriod)
and the performance of the dispensing procedure (Procedure
).

The TimePeriod module is shown in lines 18–22 of Fig. 6.
In this, the t variable is used to represent which of the
eight possible time periods that a prescription arrives in
from Fig. 4. The transition assignment (lines 20 and 21)
is designed so that, in the first state of the larger model,
the time period is assigned based on the distribution of
prescription arrivals. For example, when t = 1, the pre-
scription filled rate is 12% from 6 AM to 8 AM and when
t = 2, the prescription filled rate is 18% from 8 AM to 10
AM. As such, there is a 12% of chance that the values of
t will be 1, 18% of chance that the values of t will be 2.
The net effect of this is that analyses will account for the
effect of all the different time periods and the probabilities
of prescriptions being filled in those times.

The procedure module is presented in lines 25–74 of
Fig. 6. This has a single variable ProcedureStep (line 26) to
represent the element of procedure being performed. The
variables that follow (lines 28–40) represent each task from
the procedure indicating if the associated element has been
performed correctly (Correct), incorrectly (Incorrect), or not
performed (NotApplicable; the default value). This includes
RxValidLegal and RxAppSafe which account for non-human
source of errors and (for the purposes of our implementa-
tion) whether the prescription arrives with errors. All the
other Task_ variables are generic ones that we use here to
show how different SAFPHR�� features are implemented.

Variable definitions are followed by transition logic. The
first transition (line 42 and 43) is designed to start the per-
formance of the procedure in that it requires that t (from
the TimePeriod module) be assigned (t > 0). If this is true,
then, with probability 1, the procedure step will be set
to the ID of the first task, in this case RxArrives1. The
two transitions that follow on lines 45–50 illustrates how
a non-human task is represented. Note that because the
task in question (“R�� Arrives at Pharmacy”; Fig. 3) can
determine whether a prescription arrives with errors in
two different ways, its behavior is spread over two transi-
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tions. The first determines if the prescription has validity
and legality issues. In this, with a probability of P_V (a
constant from above), RxValidLegal will be Incorrect: the
prescription will be invalid or illegal. Similarly, with a
probability of 1 - P_V, the prescription will arrive without
errors and RxValidLegal will be Correct. In both situations,
the ProcedureStep will move to the second part of this task.
The second transition for the task uses the same logic to
determine if the prescription is appropriate and safe.

The transitions from lines 54–64 in Fig. 6 illustrate dif-
ferent types of generic task behavior. Because all of these
represent human tasks, the probability of the task being
performed with an error (ProbError) is computed using a
formula shown in Fig. 7 and discussed subsequently. An
example that illustrates how two transitions are used to
represent a decision task are given in lines 54–59. In these,
DecisionCriterion is a placeholder for a Boolean expression
that will evaluate to true when a given decision task should
produce a “Yes” outcome. The two transitions allow for the
two possible conditions that could arise in the execution of
the model where DecisionCriterion is true and the person
should decide on “Yes” or it is false (!DecisionCriterion) and
he or she should decide “No,” with errors potentially made
under both conditions. For example, when the prescrip-
tion has a validity issue like its refill date being incorrect,
the DecisionCriterion for the step of “Is valid and Legal?”
will be “The prescription contains validity or legality is-
sues.” Note that across these two transitions, whether the
DecisionCriterion is true and whether the person makes an
error will determine which procedure is performed next.
In contrast to a decision task, a transition for a standard
human task (lines 62–64) only require one transition, does
not have a DecisionCriterion, and only ever proceeds to one
next step.

The last set of transitions in our module (lines 69–73)
represent the transitions that can complete the prescription
filling process by moving the ProcedureStep to End. These
transitions are also unique in that they account for the

situation where a patient may discover an error in the
filled prescription and give it back to the pharmacist or
accept it (with or without errors). In the transitions,
ErrorInFilledPrescription is a Boolean expression indicating
errors exists in the filled prescription. It will be true if the
prescription arrived with validity, legality, appropriateness,
or safety issues (that were not caught and corrected) or if
any of the human tasks from the “Dispense R��” sub-model
were performed incorrectly. Furthermore, if the prescrip-
tion contains any error, there is a set probability that the
patient will identify it (P_PatientFindsIssues in Fig. 6). Thus,
under ProcedureStep = g and ErrorInFilledPrescription, with
a probability of P_PatientFindsIssues(a constant discussed
above), the patient discovers an error from the filled pre-
scription thus the ProcedureStep will move back to a middle
step. In all other cases, the filled prescription will be
delivered to the patient.

Figure 7 lists all the formulas that are used to calculate
the probabilities of human error (ProbError) used in the
transitions from Figure 6. From lines 77–80, the three
formulas compute the three dynamic CPC values based on
the time period t using values assessed from the subject
matter expert. For example, in the TimeOfDay formula, if
t is equal to 5, 7, or 8, the value of “TimeOfDay” will
be Reduced; otherwise, the value of “TimeOfDay” will be
NotSignificant. The formulas in lines 84–line 89 determine
the values of the static CPCs at the current procedure step
based on values assessed from the subject matter experts.
For example on line 84, if ProcedureStep = i, the value of
Organization at step i will be Organization_i. Note that
i represents a placeholder for any given procedure step
and Organization_i is the assessed value of the organization
CPC for that step. Lines 93–line 96, shows an example of
how the CPC adjustments from Fig. 1 are performed (in
this case the Collaboration CPC). In CollaborationAdj, if
both the Organization and Experience formulas evaluate to
Improved, the value of CollaborationAdj will be Improved. If
both are Reduced, CollaborationAdj will be Reduced; otherwise,
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1 dtmc // discrete-time Markov chain
2

3 // Constant definitions
4 const int Improved = 1; const int NotSignificant = 0; const int Reduced = -1; // CPC level constants
5

6 const double Strategic = 0.000005; const double Tactical = 0.001; // Control mode probabilities
7 const double Opportunistic = 0.01; const double Scrambled = 0.1; // Values are lower bounds
8

9 const int Incorrect = -1; const int NotApplicable = 0; const int Correct = 1; // Task performance status
10

11 // Each procedure node (start, end, task, or decision) has a unique id with End being the total number of nodes
12 const int Start = 1; const int RxArrives1 = 2; const int RxArrives2 = 3; ... const int End = 32;
13

14 // Constant probabilities used by non-human sources of error and decisions not made by the pharmacist
15 const double P_V = p1; const double P_S = p2; const double P_PatientFindsIssues = 12/33;
16

17 // Environmental dynamism, eight time zones
18 module TimePeriod
19 t:[0..8] init 0;
20 [] t = 0 -> 0.12 : (t’ = 1) + 0.18 : (t’ = 2) + 0.18 : (t’ = 3) + 0.17 : (t’ = 4) + 0.16 : (t’ = 5)
21 + 0.11 : (t’ = 6) + 0.05 : (t’ = 7) + 0.03 : (t’ = 8);
22 endmodule
23

24 // Procedure sub-model
25 module Procedure
26 ProcedureStep : [Start..End] init Start; // Variable representing the current step in the procedure
27 ...
28 RxValidLegal : [Incorrect..Correct] init NotApplicable; // Variable showing if the prescription is valid and legal
29 RxAppSafe : [Incorrect..Correct] init NotApplicable; // Variable showing if the prescription is appropriate and safe
30 ...
31 Task_a, : [Incorrect..Correct] init NotApplicable; // There is a unique Task_ variable for every task in the
32 Task_b, : [Incorrect..Correct] init NotApplicable; // modeled procedure. a, b, ..., h represent
33 Task_c, : [Incorrect..Correct] init NotApplicable; // the unique procedure step (with assumed values between
34 Task_d, : [Incorrect..Correct] init NotApplicable; // Start and End) associated with the task
35 ...
36 Task_e, : [Incorrect..Correct] init NotApplicable;
37 Task_f, : [Incorrect..Correct] init NotApplicable;
38 ...
39 Task_g, : [Incorrect..Correct] init NotApplicable;
40 Task_h, : [Incorrect..Correct] init NotApplicable;
41 ...
42 [] t > 0 & (ProcedureStep = Start) ->
43 1 : (ProcedureStep’ = RxArrives1);
44 // The first transition: in our model this represents a task with a non-human source of error
45 [] (ProcedureStep = RxArrives1) ->
46 1 - P_V : (RxValidLegal’ = Correct) & (ProcedureStep’ = RxArrives2)
47 + P_V : (RxValidLegal’ = Incorrect) & (ProcedureStep’ = RxArrives2);
48 [] (ProcedureStep = RxArrives2) ->
49 1 - P_S : (RxAppSafe’ = Correct) & (ProcedureStep’ = a)
50 + P_S : (RxAppSafe’ = Incorrect) & (ProcedureStep’ = a);
51 ...
52 // Form of the transitions for a decision task:
53 // DecisionCriterion is a Boolean expression indicating if the correct decision is "yes"
54 [] (ProcedureStep = b) & DecisionCriterion ->
55 1 - ProbError : (Task_b’ = Correct) & (ProcedureStep’ = c)
56 + ProbError : (Task_b’ = Incorrect) & (ProcedureStep’ = d);
57 [] (ProcedureStep = b) & !DecisionCriterion ->
58 1 - ProbError : (Task_b’ = Correct) & (ProcedureStep’ = d)
59 + ProbError : (Task_b’ = Incorrect) & (ProcedureStep’ = c);
60 ...
61 // Form of the transitions for a human task:
62 [] (ProcedureStep = e) ->
63 1 - ProbError : (Task_e’ = Correct) & (ProcedureStep’ = f)
64 + ProbError : (Task_e’ = Incorrect) & (ProcedureStep’ = f);
65 ...
66 // The transitions that account for patients discovering an error or accepting the filled prescription
67 // No additional transitions can occur once ProcessStep = End because the prescription has been successfully delivered
68 // to the patient
69 [] (ProcedureStep = g) & ErrorInFilledPrescription ->
70 1 - P_PatientFindsIssues : (ProcedureStep’ = End)
71 + P_PatientFindsIssues : (ProcedureStep’ = h);
72 [] (ProcedureStep = g) & !ErrorInFilledPrescription ->
73 1 : (ProcedureStep’ = End);
74 endmodule
75 ...

Figure 6: Example model code (started here and continued in Fig. 7) for implementing the architecture from Fig. 5 with details specifically
related to the procedure from Fig. 3. Code is presented using PRISM’s modeling language (Parker et al., 2017). Text following // indicate
comments and are presented in light blue. PRISM reserved language words are magenta. Named constants (i.e. Improved) are green. Modules
(like TimePeriod) are dark yellow. Variables (i.e. ProcedureStep) are blue. Formulas like ProbError (quantities that are dynamically computed
in each state from constants, variables, and other formulas) are orange. Items in red represent placeholders for code or values that would be
inserted to represent generic conditions that the analyst would manually specify in a complete model. For example b represents the step
number of a given task, presented above with a generic name of Task_b and DecisionCriterion represents a Boolean expression indicating
when a given decision task should evaluate to “yes.”
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75 ...
76 // Computing the Dynamic CPC Values Based on the Time Period (t)
77 formula TimeOfDay = (t = 5 | t = 7 | t = 8) ? Reduced : NotSignificant;
78 formula SimultaneousGoals = (t = 1 | t = 2) ? Reduced : NotSignificant;
79 formula AvailableTime = (t = 1) ? Reduced :
80 (t = 3 | t = 4 | t = 6) ? NotSignificant : Improved;
81

82 // Static CPC Values at the Current Procedure Step (i). Note that Organization_i, Conditions_i, Support_i,
83 // Procedures_i, Experience_i, and Collaboration_i are Specific Values Determined by CPC Assessment
84 formula Organization = ... ProcedureStep = i ? Organization_i : ... ;
85 formula Conditions = ... ProcedureStep = i ? Conditions_i : ... ;
86 formula Support = ... ProcedureStep = i ? Support_i : ... ;
87 formula Procedures = ... ProcedureStep = i ? Procedures_i : ... ;
88 formula Experience = ... ProcedureStep = i ? Experience_i : ... ;
89 formula Collaboration = ... ProcedureStep = i ? Collaboration_i : ... ;
90

91 // CPC Adjustment. Here we only show the adjustment for Collaboration. Other adjustments are similar.
92 ...
93 formula CollaborationAdj = ((Organization = Improved ? 1 : 0)
94 + (Experience = Improved ? 1 : 0)) = 2 ? Improved :
95 ((Organization = Reduced ? 1 : 0)
96 + (Experience = Reduced ? 1 : 0)) = 2 ? Reduced : Collaboration;
97 ...
98

99 // Calculating the Probability of Error
100 formula NumRed = (Organization = Reduced ? 1 : 0) + (TimeOfDay = Reduced ? 1 : 0)
101 + (GoalsAdj = Reduced ? 1 : 0) + (AvailableTimeAdj = Reduced ? 1 : 0)
102 + (ConditionsAdj = Reduced ? 1 : 0) + (Support = Reduced ? 1 : 0)
103 + (Procedures = Reduced ? 1 : 0) + (Experience = Reduced ? 1 : 0)
104 + (CollaborationAdj = Reduced ? 1 : 0);
105 formula NumImp = (Organization = Improved ? 1 : 0) + (TimeOfDay = Improved ? 1 : 0)
106 + (GoalsAdj = Improved ? 1 : 0) + (AvailableTimeAdj = Improved ? 1 : 0)
107 + (ConditionsAdj = Improved ? 1 : 0) + (Support = Improved ? 1 : 0)
108 + (Procedures = Improved ? 1 : 0) + (Experience = Improved ? 1 : 0)
109 + (CollaborationAdj = Improved ? 1 : 0);
110 formula ProbError = (NumRed = 0 & NumImp >= 4) | (NumRed = 1 & NumImp >= 5) | (NumRed = 2 & NumImp >= 6)
111 ? Strategic :
112 (NumRed = 0 & NumImp < 4) | (NumRed = 1 & NumImp < 5) | (NumRed = 2 & NumImp < 6)
113 | (NumRed = 3 & NumImp >= 2) | (NumRed = 4 & NumImp >= 3) | (NumRed = 5 & NumImp >= 4)
114 ? Tactical :
115 (NumRed = 3 & NumImp < 2) | (NumRed = 4 & NumImp < 3) | (NumRed = 5 & NumImp < 4)
116 | (NumRed >= 6 & NumImp >= 1)
117 ? Opportunistic : Scrambled;

Figure 7: Example model code (continued from Fig. 6) for implementing the architecture from Fig. 5. See Fig. 6 for a description of the syntax.

no adjustment is made. Additionally, CollaborationAdj will
be the value of Collaboration.

The formulas NumRed and NumImp (lines 100–109) are used
to count the number of CPCs (post adjustment) rated
as Reduced or Improved, respectively. The ProbError formula
(lines 110–117) uses these values to compute a probabil-
ity of error (the previously discussed constants, Strategic,
Tactical, Opportunistic, and Scrambled) based on the associ-
ated control mode in accordance with the algorithm from
Fig. 2.

3.1.4. Specification Properties

With a completed formal model, an analyst must check
specification properties to compute the probability of differ-
ent outcomes or prove other properties. SAFPHR�� currently
uses a number of specification patterns to assert properties
of interest to analysts. These specifications are formulated
using probabilistic temporal logic (Parker et al., 2017).
Below we present several of these specification property
patterns.3 Note that all of these properties are designed to

3A full listing of specification properties checked in this research
can be found at http://fhsl.eng.buffalo.edu/SAFPHR/.

compute reliability values in the failure domain: compute
the probability of errors or failures.

To assess the overall reliability of a pharmacy’s pro-
cedure (its overall dispensing error rate) we can check a
property in following form:

Procedure Eventual Reliability:

P =?

F


(ProcedureStep = End)

∧

 (RxValidLegal = Incorrect)
∨(RxAppSafe = Incorrect)
∨t∈T (t = Incorrect)



 .

(1)
This tells PRISM to calculate the probability (P =?)
that the prescription eventually (F) has an uncorrected
error that it arrived with ((RxValidLegal = Incorrect) ∨
(RxAppSafe = Incorrect)) or any of the human tasks from
the “Dispense R��” and “Deliver R�� to Patient” sub-models
(t ∈ T ) performed incorrectly when the prescription is de-
livered to the patient (ProcedureStep = End). Note that
in this and other property patterns, the word “Eventual”
is used in the pattern’s title to indicate that reliability is
computed based on when the prescription has reached a
patient.

We can also calculate error rates of each of a procedure’s
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sub-models (i.e. “verify prior to dispensing,” “dispense a
prescription,” “verify the final prescription,” and “deliver
drug to patient”) using a specification of the form:

Submodel Eventual Reliability:

P =?

[
F

(
(ProcedureStep = End)
∧
( ∨

s∈S (s = Incorrect)
) )] . (2)

In this, PRISM will only calculate the probability that
eventually any of the task in a given sub-model (s ∈ S)
were performed incorrectly once the prescription is delivered
to the patient.

We have also identified a property pattern for calculat-
ing the probability that eventually a given task (g) will
have been performed incorrectly once the prescription has
been delivered to the patient:

Task Eventual Reliability:

P =?

[
F

(
(ProcedureStep = End)
∧ (g = Incorrect)

)]
.

(3)

The previous specification property patterns calculate
error rates based on whether an error is still apparent once
the prescription is delivered to a patient. However, by
being coupled with the requirement that ProcedureStep =
End , they do not give insights into the probability that an
error ever occurs because errors could be corrected due to
the feedback in the procedure. Thus, we also formulated
patterns for checking “General” reliability.

The first of these patterns checks the overall reliability
of a given sub-model by determining if any of its contained
tasks (s ∈ S) are ever incorrect:

Submodel General Reliability:

P =?

[
F

(
(ProcedureStep = NextStep)
∧
( ∨

s∈S (s = Incorrect)
) )]

.
(4)

The second checks the overall reliability of a given task (g)
ever being incorrect:

Task General Reliability:

P =?

[
F

(
(ProcedureStep = NextStep)
∧
(

g = Incorrect
) )]

.
(5)

Note that both Eqs. (4) and (5) have the requirement that
ProcedureStep = NextStep. In these, NextStep represents
the ID of the task that immediately follows the task or
sub-model that is the subject of the analysis. For exam-
ple, if the reliability of the “Data Entry” task is being
assessed, NextStep would correspond to the ID of “Print-
Label.” If the reliability of the “Dispense R��” sub-model
is being checked, NextStep would correspond to the ID of
the “IsValidandLegal?” task. Doing this ensures that the
model checker is evaluating the state of the target element
immediately following its execution.

The specifications from Eqs. (2) to (5) all give insights
into inefficiencies of the procedure by showing which errors
are most likely to occur. However, due to feedback in the
procedures and redundant checks in the “Verify Final R��”

submodel, probabilities that will be acquired by checking
these will not necessarily indicate how and where interven-
tion should be deployed to improve reliability. To address
this, SAFPHR�� supports the ability allowing analysts to
modify the system model and rerun analyses. For example,
an analyst can identify how much a particular task (with a
ProcedureStep of i) is contributing to an error rate by modi-
fying ProbError from Fig. 7 so that it is always 0 for that
task. Figure 8 illustrates how this is accomplished. The
analyst can then recheck the original sections and compare
how the change impacted the resulting error rates.

4. Methods

Using our formulation of SAFPHR�� with the CPC as-
sessments from our subject matter expert, we evaluated the
reliability of a typical Unites States community pharmacy
(based on data from Western New York pharmacies) that
does not use automated dispensing equipment. Because
SAFPHR�� uses basic CREAM, human reliability predic-
tions can have a range of values (Fig. 2). To accommodate
this, all the SAFPHR�� analyses actually make use of two
different versions of the model. One uses the minimum
probability from each control mode and the other uses the
maximum. In either case, the values used in the model
are assigned to the Strategic, Tactical, Opportunistic, and
Scrambled constants from the model. For example, the min-
imum probabilities are used in the code shown in Fig. 6.

To calculate reliability values, specifications asserted
using the property patterns in Eqs. (1) to (5) were checked
using the PRISM model checker on a desktop computer
with a 3.70 GHz Xeon processor and 128 GB of RAM
running Linux Mint. Equation (1) (Procedure Eventual
Reliability) was used to check the overall error rate of the
procedure. Multiple instances of Submodel Eventual Relia-
bility (Eq. (2)) and Task Eventual Reliability (Eq. (3)) were
used to determine the probability that each submodel and
task (respectively) was done incorrectly once a prescrip-
tion reached a patient. Instances of the respective General
Reliability specifications from Eqs. (4) and (5) were also
checked. Finally, we used the technique described at the
end of Section 3.1.4 to assess the impact of eliminating the
erroneous behavior associated with any given task on over-
all reliability. This was done by preventing each task from
being performed erroneously in a given model, checking
Procedure Eventual Reliability (Eq. (1)), and subtracting
this from the Procedure Eventual Reliability observed for
the unmodified model.

In all of these analyses, the predicted values from the
minimum and maximum models were combined into point
estimates using the log average method of probability esti-
mation (Clemens and Simmons, 1998):

PPointEstimatation = 10(log(PLower )+log(PUpper ))/2. (6)

Finally, two observational studies by Gilligan et al.
(2012) and by Odukoya et al. (2015) suggested that 11%
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110 formula ProbError = (ProcedureStep = i )? 0 : ...

Figure 8: Modification to ProbError to allow the given task with a ProcedureStep of i to not exhibit errors. Note that in this ... represents
the original formulation of ProbError from Fig. 7.

of prescriptions have at least one problem that requires
intervention by pharmacist. However, we could not find
statistics to differentiate between issues of validity and le-
gality and problems with appropriateness and safety. Thus,
we conducted a sensitivity analysis when computing the
overall procedure’s error rate (using the specification for
Procedure Eventual Reliability; Eq. (1)) to study the im-
pact of p1 and p2 (see Fig. 6) on the results. This was done
by letting p1 and p2 assume any possible combination of
values from 0.1 to 0.9 in increments of 0.1. Results of these
sensitivity analyses were then used to influence the other
analyses conducted with our models.

5. Results

Results of our analyses of Procedure Eventual Relia-
bility (Eq. (1)) with the variable values of P_V and P_S are
shown in Table 2, where we report both the upper (U) and
lower (L) limits along with the resulting log average (A).
These results showed that the values of P_V and P_S had very
little impact on the error rate, with a maximum difference
between the computed point estimates (the log average) of
0.0000367. Because these parameters had very little effect,
we performed all the subsequent analyses using fixed values
of P_V = 0.1 and P_S = 0.1. Thus, with P_V = 0.1, P_S = 0.1,
we get an average Procedure Eventual Reliability error rate
of 0.0005436.

Table 3 reports the log average results for both Sub-
model Eventual Reliability and Submodel General Reliabil-
ity. These showed that while “Verify Prior to Dispensing”
had the highest error rate in its Submodel Eventual Reliabil-
ity (0.0115984), the “Dispensing a prescription” portion of
the procedure had the worst Submodel General Reliability
(0.0255339).

The log average results for Task Eventual Reliability and
Task General Reliability for each task are shown in Table 4.
Table 4 also contains results under “New Prob,” which
represents the Procedure Eventual Reliability associated
with the task always being performed correctly. This is
reported with “Improvement,” which indicates how much
of a reliability improvement (over the original Procedure
Eventual Probability of 0.0005436) “New Prob” produced.
Both of these were computed using the method discussed
in the last paragraph of Section 3.1.4. Across these results,
bold entries are used to highlight values with values orders
of magnitude higher than others from the same column.

6. Discussion

This paper introduced the new, formal HRA SAFPHR��

for use in the analysis of community pharmacy procedures.

By grounding the HRA in CREAM (Hollnagel, 1998a) and
the PRISM probabilistic model checker (Kwiatkowska et al.,
2011), SAFPHR�� allows us to account for dynamic system
conditions and compute accurate error rates at a level that
was not previously possible in HRA. The presented appli-
cation demonstrates the feasibility and power of SAFPHR��

in predicting the medication error rates accurately. The
error rate of 0.05436% predicted by SAFPHR�� is extremely
close to the 0.057% rate reported by Szeinbach et al. (2007).
This rate was one of the lowest reported in the literature,
but was from one of the most recent studies on the subject
which helps account for the electronic prescribing technol-
ogy that is now employed in most pharmacies. Thus, this
provides good evidence that our analyses are valid.

Using the same math that IOM (2006) applied to
the 1.7% error rate we discussed in the introduction; our
0.05436% value corresponds to approximately 1,630,800
pharmacy errors a year in the United States, 116,486 which
are clinically significant. This, in turn, translates into 46
errors per pharmacy per year, 3 of which are clinically
significant. Thus, while 0.05436% is substantially smaller
than 1.7%, it still constitutes a major risk to human health
and safety.

The power of our approach is further found in the re-
sults we obtained from our analyses of eventual and general
reliability of each submodel and each task in the proce-
dure. This gives us information about the efficiency of the
procedure. In the analyses of the submodels, the highest
error rates were observed for Submodel General Reliabil-
ity for the “Verify Prior to Dispensing” and “Dispense
R��” submodels (see Table 3). This suggests that analysts
wishing to improve the efficiency of their dispensing proce-
dure could focus on improving the reliability of these two
processes. Note that the error rates of Submodel Eventual
Reliability for all submodels (except “Delivering R�� to Pa-
tient”, for which Eventual and General reliability are the
same concept) decreased from their respective Submodel
General Reliability rates. This indicates that the proce-
dure is able to correct errors after they are performed. The
largest difference was seen for “Dispense R��”, which saw an
order of magnitude improvement from General to Eventual.
This is likely due to the fact that errors caused under this
submodel have the potential to be detected under “Verify
Final R��” and sent back to “Dispense R��” for correction (see
Fig. 3). Feedback related to problems originating in the
other models can still occur to correct prescription errors,
but this may not necessarily result in the reperformance
of the original, incorrectly performed task. For example,
assume an error occurs for “Contact Prescriber” (for ad-
dressing appropriateness and safety issues) in the “Verify
Prior to Dispensing” submodel, and this error is caught
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Table 2: Procedure Eventual Reliability error rates of the pharmacy procedure (Fig. 3) with variable initial probabilities of validity and
legality issues (P_V) as well as probabilities of appropriateness and safety (P_S)

P V

P S 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0.1 U 0.0288563 0.0291925 0.0295288 0.0298650 0.0302013 0.0305375 0.0308738 0.0312100 0.0315463
A 0.0005436 0.0005482 0.0005527 0.0005573 0.0005618 0.0005663 0.0005708 0.0005754 0.0005799
L 0.0000102 0.0000103 0.0000103 0.0000104 0.0000105 0.0000105 0.0000106 0.0000106 0.0000107

0.2 U 0.0288913 0.0292240 0.0295566 0.0298892 0.0302218 0.0305544 0.0308871 0.0312197 0.0315523
A 0.0005440 0.0005485 0.0005530 0.0005575 0.0005620 0.0005665 0.0005710 0.0005754 0.0005799
L 0.0000102 0.0000103 0.0000103 0.0000104 0.0000105 0.0000105 0.0000106 0.0000106 0.0000107

0.3 U 0.0289264 0.0292554 0.0295844 0.0299134 0.0302423 0.0305713 0.0309003 0.0312293 0.0315583
A 0.0005443 0.0005488 0.0005533 0.0005577 0.0005622 0.0005666 0.0005711 0.0005755 0.0005800
L 0.0000102 0.0000103 0.0000103 0.0000104 0.0000105 0.0000105 0.0000106 0.0000106 0.0000107

0.4 U 0.0289615 0.0292868 0.0296122 0.0299375 0.0302629 0.0305882 0.0309136 0.0312389 0.0315643
A 0.0005447 0.0005491 0.0005535 0.0005580 0.0005624 0.0005668 0.0005712 0.0005756 0.0005800
L 0.0000102 0.0000103 0.0000103 0.0000104 0.0000105 0.0000105 0.0000106 0.0000106 0.0000107

0.5 U 0.0289965 0.0293182 0.0296400 0.0299617 0.0302834 0.0306051 0.0309268 0.0312485 0.0315703
A 0.0005450 0.0005494 0.0005538 0.0005582 0.0005626 0.0005670 0.0005714 0.0005757 0.0005801
L 0.0000102 0.0000103 0.0000103 0.0000104 0.0000105 0.0000105 0.0000106 0.0000106 0.0000107

0.6 U 0.0290316 0.0293497 0.0296677 0.0299858 0.0303039 0.0306220 0.0309401 0.0312582 0.0315763
A 0.0005453 0.0005497 0.0005541 0.0005584 0.0005628 0.0005671 0.0005715 0.0005758 0.0005802
L 0.0000102 0.0000103 0.0000103 0.0000104 0.0000105 0.0000105 0.0000106 0.0000106 0.0000107

0.7 U 0.0290666 0.0293811 0.0296955 0.0300100 0.0303244 0.0306389 0.0309533 0.0312678 0.0315822
A 0.0005457 0.0005500 0.0005543 0.0005587 0.0005630 0.0005673 0.0005716 0.0005759 0.0005802
L 0.0000102 0.0000103 0.0000103 0.0000104 0.0000105 0.0000105 0.0000106 0.0000106 0.0000107

0.8 U 0.0291017 0.0294125 0.0297233 0.0300341 0.0303450 0.0306558 0.0309666 0.0312774 0.0315882
A 0.0005460 0.0005503 0.0005546 0.0005589 0.0005632 0.0005675 0.0005717 0.0005760 0.0005803
L 0.0000102 0.0000103 0.0000103 0.0000104 0.0000105 0.0000105 0.0000106 0.0000106 0.0000107

0.9 U 0.0291367 0.0294439 0.0297511 0.0300583 0.0303655 0.0306727 0.0309799 0.0312870 0.0315942
A 0.0005463 0.0005506 0.0005549 0.0005591 0.0005634 0.0005676 0.0005719 0.0005761 0.0005804
L 0.0000102 0.0000103 0.0000103 0.0000104 0.0000105 0.0000105 0.0000106 0.0000106 0.0000107

In the above, U, A, and L represent the upper bound, log average, and lower bound respectively.

Table 3: Submodel Eventual Reliability (Eq. (2)) and
Submodel General Reliability (Eq. (4)) for each submodel
from Fig. 3.

Submodel Reliability

Submodel Eventual General

Verify Prior to Dispensing 0.0115984 0.0167122
Dispense R�� 0.0002468 0.0255339
Verify Final R�� 0.0001001 0.0001486
Delivering R�� to Patient 0.0002862 0.0002862

during verification in “Verify Final R��”. In this situation,
the prescriber will be recontacted and the prescription will
ultimately be returned to the “Dispense R��” submodel and
not the “Verify Prior to Dispensing” one. Thus, the original
misperformance of “Contact Prescriber” (for addressing
appropriateness and safety issues) will never be corrected
in the model.

The results for Task Eventual Reliability and Task

General Reliability (Table 4) are largely consistent with
those from the submodel analyses. Specifically, the highest
error rates were observed for tasks from “Verify Prior to
Dispensing” under Eventual Reliability and from “Verify
Prior to Dispensing” and “Dispense R��” under General
Reliability. These results are helpful because they indicate
where process improvements could be made to improve
efficiency in each of these submodels. Large differences
between respective General and Eventual reliability values
are likely due to the same feedback mechanisms discussed
for the submodel analyses.

The Eventual and General reliability values for submod-
els and tasks give analysts insights into the efficiency of
pharmacists performing the dispense procedure. However,
the complexity of the procedure makes it difficult to deter-
mine how to best address reliability issues that ultimately
reach patients. Thus, another benefit of SAFPHR�� is that
it gives analyst the ability to explore the effectiveness of in-
terventions (see Improvement from Table 4). These results
showed that “Print Label,” “Count Medication,” “Is Quan-
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Table 4: Task Eventual Reliability (Eq. (3)), Task General Reliability (Eq. (5)), Procedure Eventual Probability without task error contributions
(New Prob), and its Improvement over original Procedure Eventual Reliability.

Task Reliability

Single Task Eventual General New Prob. Improvement

“Is Valid and Legal?” 0.0000043 0.0106685 0.0005390 0.0000046
“Contact Prescriber” 0.0024652 0.0025878 0.0005436 < 1E-07
“Document changes” (validity and legality issues) 0.0000003 0.0000003 0.0005436 < 1E-07
“Is Appropriate and Safe?” 0.0099640 0.0097124 0.0005433 0.0000003
“Contact Patient and/or Review history” (appropriateness and safety issues) 0.0000313 0.0000315 0.0005436 < 1E-07
“Contact Prescriber” (appropriateness and safety issues) 0.0013988 0.0014097 0.0005436 < 1E-07
“Document Changes”(appropriateness and safety issues) 0.0000299 0.0000315 0.0005436 < 1E-07

“Data Entry” 0.0000015 0.0003013 0.0005369 0.0000067
“Print Label” 0.0001435 0.0003022 0.0003989 0.0001447
“Get Stock Bottle” < 1E-07 0.0135775 0.0005430 0.0000006
“Bottle Passes NDC check?” < 1E-07 0.0001486 0.0005430 0.0000006
“Count Medication” 0.0000709 0.0125366 0.0004509 0.0000927
“Attach Label” 0.0000015 0.0124991 0.0005373 0.0000063
“Attach Auxillary Label” 0.0000002 0.0021200 0.0005424 0.0000012

“Is Valid and Legal?” (final check, validity and legality issues) 0.0000043 0.0104212 0.0005390 0.0000046
“Contact Prescriber” (final contact, validity and legality issues) 0.0000025 0.0000028 0.0005436 < 1E-07
“Document Changes” (final changes, validity and legality issues) 0.0000024 < 1E-07 0.0005436 < 1E-07
“Is Appropriate and Safe?” (final check, appropriateness and safety issues) 0.0000001 0.0002864 0.0005433 0.0000003
“Contact Patient” (final contact, appropriateness and safety issues) 0.0000004 0.0000004 0.0005436 < 1E-07
“Contact Prescriber” (final contact, appropriateness and safety issues) 0.0000005 0.0000005 0.0005436 < 1E-07
“Document Changes” (final changes, appropriateness and safety issues) < 1E-07 < 1E-07 0.0005436 < 1E-07
“Is Correct Label Attached?” 0.0000015 0.0000029 0.0005369 0.0000067
“Is Label Data Correct?” 0.0000015 0.0000027 0.0005373 0.0000063
“Is Drug Correct” < 1E-07 < 1E-07 0.0005429 0.0000007
“Is Quantity of Drug Correct?” 0.0000709 0.0001130 0.0004509 0.0000927
“Is Correct Auxiliary Label Attached?” 0.0000002 0.0000004 0.0005423 0.0000013

“Give Filled R�� to Patient” 0.0001435 0.0002250 0.0003989 0.0001447
“Deliver Counseling to Patient” 0.0001435 NA 0.0003989 0.0001447

Note that bold entries represent values from each column that are orders of magnitude larger than the other entries.

tity of Drug Correct?,” “Give Filled R�� to Patient,” and
“Deliver Counseling to Patient” are the tasks whose cor-
rection would most improve medication error rates. Thus,
improving these tasks would likely have the most impact
on procedure reliability. For example, if we further modify
the procedure model so that the performance of these five
tasks are always correct, we get a new rate of 0.0000112,
a 97.94% decrease. Examining these results more closely,
it is not surprising that “Print Label,” “Give Filled R�� to
Patient,” and “Deliver Counseling to Patient” appear to
have the most impact on final reliability because these
three tasks are the only ones without verification steps in
the remainder of the procedure. Thus, we would recom-
mend that future research focus on enhanced technology or
procedural changes that will assist in these tasks or facili-
tate their verification. The two other tasks with the most
impact were both related to the counting or dispensing
of the proper amount of medication (“Count Medication”
and “Quantity of Drug Correct?”). Given that automated
dispensing equipment exists (but was not considered in our
evaluations) our results suggest that this could be a good

investment from a reliability perspective.
Clearly, the development and application of SAFPHR��

has made significant contributions to both community phar-
macy practice and HRA. We discuss the implications of
our findings as well as direction for future research below.

6.1. Community Pharmacy Reliability

The results we obtained in our analyses match the
comparable rates we were able to obtain in the literature.
However, there are limitations to the results we presented
here. First, all data was modeled after a nominal commu-
nity pharmacy dispensing procedure. There can definitely
be variation in this process across the country and inter-
nationally. Further, assessments were conducted with a
single subject matter expert with experience in community
pharmacies in New York and North Carolina. More general
recommendations would likely require a broader assessment
base. Finally, for reasons covered in the introduction, there
is limited data on which to compare our results.

It is important to note that the purpose of SAFPHR��

is not to be used to make general recommendations about
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community pharmacy practices. Rather, it is intended
to be a technology that individual pharmacies can use to
understand and improve their reliability. Thus, specific
process improvements recommended in the paper should
only be considered tentative. If a pharmacy wishes to apply
SAFPHR�� to an analysis of their business, they should gen-
erally follow the steps enumerated in Section 3. Practically,
this would involve:

1. updating the procedure in Fig. 3 to match the one
they use,

2. identifying the distribution of prescriptions filled in
the pharmacy similar to what is shown in Fig. 4,

3. assessing each of the static CPCs for each task and
each dynamic CPC for each time zone,

4. identifying reliability rates for non-human sources of
error,

5. incorporating this information into a formal prism
model using the general principles we outline,

6. formulating specifications specific to the model using
our specification property patterns, and

7. using PRISM to calculate reliability rates by verifying
the specification properties against the model.

Note that for our survey we used percentages of pre-
scriptions filled in a given time zone to assess dynamic
CPCs in our survey. Because our subject matter expert
was familiar with these numbers and the loads experienced
by community pharmacies, he was able to interpret these
in terms of overall load. However, this may not be the best
practice for all pharmacists, for whom the total number
of prescriptions filled per zone could potentially be more
intuitive.

Future research should focus on applying and evaluating
SAFPHR�� in more ecological contexts. To this end, we plan
to validate SAFPHR�� in at least two different ways. First,
we will perform SAFPHR�� analyses for different individual
pharmacies and compare our results with internal data
these pharmacies report. Second, we ultimately hope to
perform simulation studies in a real pharmacy environment
to not only validate the predictions of our observed rates,
but to test the ability of SAFPHR�� to predict the effec-
tiveness of interventions. Beyond these validation efforts,
there are enhancements to SAFPHR�� that could improve
its predictions. These are explored next.

6.2. Error Rates of Arriving Prescriptions

While our analyses showed that they had minimal im-
pact on overall error rates, the probabilities of prescriptions
arriving with validity and legality issues (P_V) or appro-
priateness and safety problems (P_S) were not based on
documented values. Finding accurate value for these could
improve method predictions, and would generally be a con-
tribution to the pharmacy community. Thus, future work
should conduct a comprehensive study to identify accurate
values for these for a range of pharmacies.

6.3. SAFPHR�� and HRA Development

SAFPHR�� makes significant contributions to the science
of human reliability. Even Eric Hollnagel, the creator of
CREAM, has criticized HRAs for only focusing on human
error, not considering its context as part of a dynamic
system, failing to account for errors from other system ele-
ments, and ignoring error interactions (Hollnagel, 1998a).
By adapting CREAM’s approach to HRA for use with
PRISM probabilistic model checking, SAFPHR�� addresses
all of these issues. By allowing us to model how a pre-
scription moves through a pharmacy, probabilistic model
checking accounts for the dynamism of the prescription dis-
pensing process. Because SAFPHR�� builds off of CREAM,
it is able to provide human reliability predictions that are
theoretically-grounded and well-validated. Through the
synergistic use of both CREAM and model checking, SAF-
PHR�� is able to account for human errors, other sources of
error, and their potential interactions in a dynamic envi-
ronment. Thus, SAFPHR�� offers an unprecedented ability
to predict system failure rates while accounting for human
error. Despite these improvements, there are limits to SAF-
PHR��. We discuss how these could be addressed in future
work below.

6.3.1. Generalizability

While the contributions of SAFPHR�� specifically target
pharmacy applications, SAFPHR�� could easily be adapted
to other areas. Human error is a problem in safety critical
domains beyond community pharmacies (Sujan et al., 2018;
Holmberg and Kahlbom, 2019; Burns and Bonaceto, 2018;
Hogenboom et al., 2018). These include other pharmacy
environments, healthcare in general, aviation, automobile
operation, unmanned vehicle control, and industrial envi-
ronment prone to occupational accidents. Future research
should investigate how SAFPHR�� can be used in other
critical domains.

6.3.2. Point Reliability Estimates

Because SAFPHR�� makes use of basic CREAM, it is
only able to produce ranges (Fig. 2) of error rate predic-
tions (with point estimates approximated with averages).
However, there are two variation of “Extended CREAM”
(Hollnagel, 1998a) that are capable of producing precise pre-
dictions of error rates without the need for range averaging.
Thus, in future work, we will improve the predictions of
SAFPHR�� by making it compatible with Extended CREAM
(Hollnagel, 1998a) and assessing which of its variants are
the most accurate.

6.3.3. Scalability

Probabilistic model checking, by virtue of being exhaus-
tive, can have problems with scalability (Katoen, 2010).
That is, as the size of the target model grows, it can take
exponentially larger amounts of computer memory and
computation time to check specification properties (a sit-
uation commonly called the “state explosion problem”)
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(Clarke et al., 1999). However, in this application, it took
between 2.615 and 440.651 seconds to check each property,
with an average time of 95.8 seconds. These times are
very reasonable. Because this was an analysis of a full
pharmacy procedure, it is unlikely that scale would present
a significant problem for other pharmacy environments.
It is conceivable, however, that more complex domains
could present scalability issues. Fortunately, PRISM sup-
port an analysis technique called statistical model checking
(Kwiatkowska et al., 2011), an approach that can be used
to get approximate results in situations where scalability
is a constraint. It works by creating many random traces
through the formal model, evaluating the property being
checked in each trace, and aggregating the results into an
approximate answer. Future research should investigate
the performance/accuracy trade-offs of using this technique
with SAFPHR��.

6.3.4. Parameter Exploration

The current implementation of SAFPHR�� requires ana-
lysts to manually explore how parameters impact analysis
results. For example, the sensitivity analyses reported in
Table 2 and the New Prob. Values reported in Table 4.
Such a process is labor intensive for analysts. A poten-
tially useful feature of PRISM that could automate such
explorations is parametric model checking. Parametric
model checking describes emerging techniques that enable
analysts to explore model parameter values to find system
conditions that will address discovered problems (Hahn
et al., 2011b,a). Future research should explore how this
feature can be incorporated into SAFPHR�� in a way that
will facilitate reliability improvements in community phar-
macy procedures.

6.3.5. Task Modeling Improvements

The task modeling currently used in SAFPHR�� is based
on flow diagrams. This did not limit the scope of the analy-
ses presented here. However, there are more-sophisticated,
formal, task modeling systems such as the Enhanced Op-
erator Function Model (EOFM) (Bolton and Bass, 2009a;
Bolton et al., 2011) and EOFM with Communications
(EOFMC) (Bolton and Bass, 2017; Bass et al., 2011) that
offer more sophisticated task ordering, parallelism, non-
determinism, and human team communication and coordi-
nation. These task systems have also been used in formal
methods analyses to generate and assess the impact of po-
tentially unanticipated erroneous human behavior in com-
plex systems (Bolton and Bass, 2017, 2009b, 2011; Bolton,
2010; Bolton et al., 2012; Bolton and Bass, 2013b,a; Pan
and Bolton, 2018; Bolton, 2015; Bolton et al., 2019; Bolton,
2017), but without probabilistic considerations. Future
work should investigate how EOFM and EOFMC technol-
ogy could be incorporated into SAFPHR�� to enable more
sophisticated procedure modeling and error prediction in
reliability computations.

6.3.6. Tool Support

The modeling techniques and specification property
patterns we provide here should enable someone to per-
form their own safer analyses. However, pharmacist, who
would be the target audience for applying this method, are
likely not familiar with the formal modeling and temporal
logic concepts SAFPHR�� depends on. Thus, we ultimately
intend to make SAFPHR�� more approachable by devel-
oping a point-and-click interface that will make it easy
for analysts to construct procedure models, assess CPCs
and non-human error rates, and automatically generate
specification properties run their associated verification
analyses. Constructing and evaluating this interface will
be the subject of future research.
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